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About The Clinton Climate Initiative

Business Government

Environmental 
Groups

CCI

Launched in August 2006 to make
a difference in the fight against 
climate change in practical, 
measurable and impactful ways:

Develop economically-sound, large-
scale “demonstration” projects

Catalyze the adoption of proven 
solutions into new markets

Work closely with governments, as 
well as private sector and other 
groups

CCI

ENVIRONMENTAL 
GROUPS

GOVERNMENT BUSINESS
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CCI Programs

Business Government

Environmental 
Groups

CCICCI

ENVIRONMENTAL 
GROUPS

GOVERNMENT BUSINESS
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CCI’s Involvement in Building Retrofits

Buildings are responsible for over 40% of global 
energy use and contribute 1/3 of global GHG 
emissions

• Energy Efficiency Building Retrofit Program
created to support deep energy efficiency (EE) 
retrofit projects in existing large buildings

• Work with owners, energy services firms, 
governments and capital providers to develop or 
leverage existing models for procurement, 
contracting, project development, financing, and 
measurement

• Over 250 projects in 20 cities encompassing  
greater than 500 million sq ft in current 
pipeline
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Building Retrofit Finance - What We’ve Learned

• Financial institutions lend on buildings & owners first and 
foremost - i.e. retrofits not financed as discrete projects

• EE project assets have little to no collateral value for lenders

• Many financial institutions haven’t figured out how to 
approach the building EE investment opportunity

• Outside of U.S. govt. projects, retrofit finance market is best 
described as a patchwork of customized solutions and 
experimental models

• Ultimately, lenders/investors are looking for:

Security of repayment (e.g. via credit guarantees, liens)
Standardization across transactions
Scalable investment opportunities
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The Finance Problem for Deep Retrofits
of U.S. Commercial Buildings

High upfront cost
+

Returns (savings) 
realized over time

=
Natural candidate

for financing

Despite clear financial benefits…
Lower operating costs/increased cash flow
Increased occupancy
Potential increase in property value
Save cash for more strategic priorities

… there are significant financing barriers
Commercial properties generally owned by 
unrated, limited liability “shell” entities,
Properties incl. fixtures already pledged under 
mortgage / mezzanine investment,
Mortgagees disallow 3rd party liens on real 
property improvements(1)

Third party retrofit lender left completely 

unsecured

(1) E.g. a new chiller
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What is PACE Financing?
PACE = Property Assessed Clean Energy

• Form of land secured financing that enables U.S. municipalities 
to fund EE or renewable energy projects in private buildings

• Legislation passed to create energy financing districts (EFDs)

• Each municipality creates their own custom PACE Program 
and provides loans to qualifying owners/projects in their EFD

• Loans are then repaid to municipality over 5-20 years, via 

an “assessment” placed on building’s property tax bill

• Assessments structured as fixed P&I payments, typically paid 
on semi-annual basis, interest rate varies by program
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Impact of PACE Assessment

• Creates a must-pay line item expense for 
owner

paid pari passu with other property taxes

though runs with the property, not owner

• Results in a lien that is:

senior to existing private liens, although

de minimus to property’s overall value, 
and

forecloseable by municipality only in 
extreme circumstances

PACE
Assessment
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PACE Program Finance Structures

1. Warehouse model:
credit line used by municipality to fund projects
followed by “takeout” financing (e.g. structured note)

2. Pooled Bond model:
municipality aggregates project applications
then issues bond to fund all projects at the same time

3. Owner-arranged model:
each owner negotiates financing terms directly with a 
capital provider of choice (no City influence)
municipality underwrites and sells single-project bond 
to enable funding
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Summary Benefits of Commercial PACE

…and provides benefits for the 
municipalities as well 

Removes additional financing 
barriers for owners… 

Provides investors with repayment 
security through priority of tax lien

Removes “first cost barrier” or high 
upfront cost barrier

Minimizes “holding period bias”(1): 
assessment stays with the property, 
not the owner

Addresses “split incentive”(2) barrier 
if property tax assessment may 
qualify as “pass-through expense”

(1) Reflects the tendency of buildings owners to limit capital improvement investments to payback periods within their assumed
holding period. In energy efficiency, this suggests only quick payback projects may be approved.

(2) Reflects the disincentive of non-occupying owners to bear the cost of the retrofits only to pass through the savings benefits
to tenants. There is a current effort to classify PACE assessments are either debt service or operating expenses under
GAAP, which would determine owners ability to pass-through to tenants under certain leases.

(3) While the City would not directly fund the projects, it would bear the costs of establishing and administering the program.
However, these costs may be fully recoverable by the City as a project surcharge.

No direct use of city funds(3) or 
extension of city credit 
required

Leverages capital markets in a 
sustainable and scalable way

Helps achieve EE public policy 
goals

Stimulates economic activity 
and creates jobs
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Progress with Commercial PACE
• 25 states and the District of Columbia have authorized PACE under 

State law
• State and local governments have initially allocated over $150 million 

in federal grant funds to help launch programs

• In all active and planned programs, existing mortgage holder must 
provide written consent or formal acknowledgement for the 
property to participate

13

Operational  Programs 4

Programs  in  Design 9

Preliminary  Planning 3

Total 16

Commercial  PACE  Programs
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Progress with Commercial PACE (contd.)

• National, regional and local mortgage lenders provided consent to 
PACE assessment on above projects

• Financing rates ranged from 1.04% - 7.25%

• Assessments created with lives up to 20 years

• All programs relied on public funds (e.g. reserves, bonding capacity)

• Nature of improvements (e.g. EE vs. solar) varied widely by program, 
likely due to different climates, incentives, etc.
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Number  of

Programs

Approved  

Projects

Total  Approved  

Funding

Average  

Project  Size

Range  of

Project  Sizes

4 71 $9.7mm $138k $2k  -‐  $2.3mm

Summary  of  Approved  PACE  Commercial  Projects  
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Assessment: 
$400K

Net Increase in Cash Flow 
Without Upfront Cost And Risk Shifted To Third Parties

Energy 
Savings: 

$500K

Existing
energy 

bill:

$2 
million

New 
energy 

bill:

$1.5 
million
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Assumes “Best Practices” Retrofit

Energy savings guaranteed in 
some way by contractor

Robust measurement and 
verification of savings

Improved Cash FlowRetained 
savings: $100K
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Energy Labeling and Increased Tenancy

Multiple other studies show 
similar results

Co-Star study shows higher occupancy 
rates for EnergySTAR-rated buildings

National average comparison of occupancy rates of 
Energy Star-labeled buildings vs. non-labeled buildings 

over a two-year period.(1)

(1) Source: Co-Star Group
(2) E.g., Washington D.C.,NYC, San Francisco, Seattle, Austin
(3) The General Services Administration is the single largest lessee of commercial space in the nation. Mandate starts in 2010. 

Additional factors to consider: Mandated energy labeling in large cities proliferating(2) and 
EnergySTAR requirements for an increasing number of tenants.(3)
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Energy Upgrade Los Angeles Program

19

Goal of program:

“To catalyze holistic energy and water performance 

upgrades in Los Angeles’ existing non-residential 

commercial buildings, and build the business case for 

investment in resource efficiency projects.”

“Owner-arranged” model utilized – owners negotiate 

financing terms directly with capital providers

Instead of purchasing a bond backed by many projects of vastly 
disparate sizes and credit profiles, investor now owns a security 
backed by a project in a specific asset

Model is well suited for more complex, large projects (e.g. $1-
10mm) with long development cycles
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Energy Upgrade Los Angeles Program
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Cost of capital will more accurately reflect credit profile of 
property, rather than the owner’s neighbors

Reputable firm with experience implementing utility EE programs 
hired as Program Manger

Federal stimulus money:
$3.4mm – to fund “no-cost” Level I & II audits for owners to 
identify opportunities
$2.5mm – to fund debt reserves for initial transactions, 
enabling up to $50mm in funding (1)

Program launch by Q2 2011

(1) Assumes 5% debt reserve
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Energy Upgrade Los Angeles Program - Mechanics

Building 
Owner

Lender

Energy 
Upgrade
LA (City)

LA County
(Tax Collector)

4. CRA/LA approves 
application and forwards to 

County

Contractor PACE 
Investor

1. Owner engages 
Contractor

2. Contractor conducts 
audit and develops 

scope of work

5. Owner uses notification of 
eligibility to negotiate project-
specific financing terms with 

bond Investors

8. County remits 
coupon payments 

to the investor
6. County 
structures bond 
according to 
owner-
negotiated 
terms, Investor 
purchases the 
bond through 
“private 
placement”
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Summary of Investment Opportunity

22

• Class B/C building owners

• Class A owners that want to 
save cash reserves for more 
strategic purposes

• Owners that wants to 
implement “demonstration 
projects”

• Specialty energy efficiency 
funds

• Independent project 
developers

• Existing mortgage lender

• Other banks

• Institutional investors (if 
sufficient deal size)

• Dependent on owner, 
building,  term

• Also on property tax 
default rates

• Early price talk in 7-9% 
range

Likely Participants Potential Investors

Pricing
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Best Practices for Program Design

Expected Savings-to-Investment Ratio (SIR) greater than one 

Assessment shorter than estimated useful life of the improvements 

Lien holder notification and consent required

Savings guaranteed in some way by contractors

Robust measurement and verification of savings

Project amount should be capped (e.g., 10% of property value)

Debt reserves used to protect investors on delinquent 
assessments

Non-acceleration of PACE assessment upon owner default

Projects should implement retro-commissioning wherever possible 

Owner education of M&V protocol and legal obligations

Data collection to measure program success

Contractors should be properly licensed and accredited
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Best Practices for Assessment Underwriting

Clear title to property established

Property owner is current on property taxes

Property is not in foreclosure

No recent mortgage or other property debt defaults 

Property owner not late on property taxes more than once in 
last ‘x’ years

Combined LTV on property (including assessment) less than 100%
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Options for Minimizing the
Impact of the Lien

Assessments issued annually or semi-
annually

Minimizes likelihood of foreclosure

… ensure no outstanding assessments and 
thus no foreclosable lien

Specific property assessment 
characteristics…

Assessments not commenced until retrofit 
completed

Assessments due “in arrears” of guaranteed 
retrofit savings

Owner may be able to pay lender directly 
before tax assessment due to city; allowing 
lender to notify city before tax due

Total foreclosable amount under lien is 
delinquent obligation (if any), not value of 
future assessments. Owners will never face 
acceleration for the balance

Lien is not foreclosable unless payment is 
delinquent for over 12 months

Avoids outstanding assessment

No acceleration and foreclosure for 
balance of loan

Owners assessment obligation always  
fully offset by guaranteed savings1

(1) Under a performance contract, owner will be reimbursed by the contractor to the extent  the assessments are not fully 
offset by verified savings.
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Value Creation in Excess of the Encumbrance

Square footage 800,000

Utility cost (psf) [1] $2.50

Utility cost per yr $2,000,000

Gross Guaranteed Savings (%) 25%

Gross Guaranteed Savings ($) $500,000

Savings Applied to Project (%) 80%

Savings Applied to Project ($) $400,000

Savings Retained by Owner (%) 20%

Savings Retained by Owner ($) $100,000

Project Parameters:

Cost[2] $3,321,695

Term 15

Annual Payment [3] $400,000

Rate 8.50%

$100k increased net cash flow 
is the minimum benefit … 

Resulting in $1,250,000 
increase in property valuation
(@ 8% cap rate)

Additional upside potential 
from...

Increased occupancy
Monetization of energy 
efficiency credits 

With No Out-of-Pocket 
Expense

Sample project economics
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Top Challenges for Commercial PACE

1. Securing lien holder consent on PACE assessments – proving 
the value proposition to skeptical mortgage lenders

2. Generating deal flow

3. Running afoul of bank regulator concerns (i.e. OCC)

4. Buildings with mortgages in CMBS will likely not get consent

5. Driving standardization in programs across states and 
regionally

6. Creating liquidity in the PACE bond market

7. Providing owners with competitive rates (many will compare 
PACE to their existing mortgage)

8. Lowering transaction costs as programs develop template 
documents and procedures over time
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Thank You

Scott Henderson
shenderson@clintonfoundation.org

+1 415-548-0099
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